SUN-STAR OF PERU
REFLECTS NEW JERUSALEM & GIZA GREAT PYRAMID
Section IV, Part 7, (D)
The Wonder Numbers of Sacred Canon
By Doug Krieger
The Eight-Pointed Star

It is the unmistakable conviction of this author that the Sun-Star’s Class 1
perfection is so extraordinary in its dimensions and measurements wherein they are
stunningly reflective of the Dimensions of Paradise and ipso facto of the New
Jerusalem. To fathom their inscriptions were etched over 3,000 years ago into the
rock and soils of Peru give it nigh equal standing in the Southern Hemisphere to
that of the Great Pyramid of Giza in the Northern Hemisphere – and, furthermore,
we have not even scratched its surface to consider its adjoining constellation, nor a
host of other possibilities. Above, enjoy this exquisite esoteric impression of the
Holy City, the Lamb’s Bride, the New Jerusalem – consider its 12 Pearls (gates)
named after the 12 Patriarchs of Israel, her tribes; and the 12 Foundations – seen in

the surrounding precious stones given the Names of the 12 Apostles of the Lamb –
12 + 12 = 24.
This design, by this author, is predicated upon the octagon – it is an eight-pointed
star – a symbol of equilibrium, balance, equity and total harmony wrought by
messianic intervention by the Sun of Righteousness Who occupies its central
square wherein no line has passed into it but all surround – it is the NINTH Square
perfectly in balance by the Eight Squares which surround the Ninth Square.
Four large triangles were drawn using the center point (i.e., as in the top of a
pyramid) of the square side with legs drawn to the opposite corners of the square
for the triangle – that particular triangle’s base being the opposite side of the top of
the pyramid…this was done with all four sides – i.e., creating large triangles from
the middle of the side to the legs of each triangle arriving at the opposite corners of
that particular side; thus, the four large triangles created over a hundred triangles
while their legs did not once cross over the central or Ninth Block. The Nine
Blocks can be clearly seen and constitute (each block), if you would, some 16
each, 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares or the Sun-Star’s 144 square platform. Therefore, what
you are really viewing is nine separate blocks each with 16 smaller square blocks
inside which are 26.4’ x 26.4’ each or 9 * 16 = 144 small square blocks.
There are 32 (darker colored polygons) + 12 (pink and red polygons at the four
corners) = 44 “colored objects” – if we add the square in the middle as in 1 + 44
we will see either “144” (as in 1 + 4 + 4 = 144) - thusly, the Wall of the New
Jerusalem’s 144 cubits or 44 + 1 = “45” which is one more than “44” and connotes
the “45 days” of blessing found in Daniel 12:11-12 or “Blessed is he who waits,
and comes to the one thousand three hundred and thirty-five days” from which the
“one thousand two-hundred and ninety days” of desolations are subtracted, giving
us a remainder of “45” expressing the Sun of Righteousness “arising” – coming
again – with “healing in His wings” for His Bride, the Holy City, New Jerusalem
(Ref. Malachi 4:1-2).
This computerized drawing (as a teaching tool) presents other dynamics – such as:
each of its four “red and pink” corners has three polygons – two triangles and one
quadrilateral (four-sided object); therefore, 2 (triangles) * 180° = 360° and the
360° found in every quadrilateral; if, however, the quadrilateral were converted
into two polygons or two additional triangles (where the legs of the pink color
cross over into the adjoining darker color squares) then we would double the
degrees and have four separate triangles per corner square or 360° * 2 = 720° and
since there are four such squares (or a total of 16 triangles) in the corner of the

overall square we have 4 * 720° = 2,880° or 2 + 8 + 8 = “18” (New Jerusalem
Standard of Measurement) or we have 180° * 16 (triangles in the corners, so
created) = 2,880°.
Now, “banking” these 2,880° derived from the four corners we can now consider
the four darker squares between the corner blocks with five triangles each and four
quadrilaterals. Again, we’re trying to determine the number of degrees in these
four separate darker blocks directly adjoining the golden square in the midst;
therefore 5 + 6 triangles (6 taken from the 3 quadrilaterals and converting them
into two sets of triangles each and, therefore, 2 * 3 = 6 triangles) or 11 (triangles or
5 + 6 = 11) * 180° per darker square = 1980° which also equals “18” as in 1 + 9 +
8 = 18 (New Jerusalem Standard of measurement). These four darker color
squares, therefore, can be calculated by 1980° * 4 (separate darker colored squares)
= 7,920°.
Several interesting items come into play. Firstly, the 11 triangles created in each
of the darker colors blocks equal to 44 (11 * 4 = 44); however, if we add the
singular golden block in the midst we see: 1 + 44 or, again, “144” the Wall of the
New Jerusalem or 1 + 44 = 45 which is the Second Coming of Messiah as the Sun
of Righteousness (45).
The 7,920° created in these four darker blocks is equal (as a fractal) to BOTH the
Edge of the New Jerusalem 7,920,000 linear feet and the diameter of the Earth at
7,920 miles – all of these number sets add up to “18” as in 7 + 9 + 2 = 18 = 1 + 8 =
9 = the Sun of Righteousness.
Also, when we add the two total degrees in each four block area – i.e., 7,920° (four
darker blocks) with 2,880° (four lighter blocks) for a total of 8 blocks and 44
(triangles of the darker 4 blocks) + 16 triangles (triangles of the pink/red corner 4
blocks) @ 60 triangles we arrive at 7920° + 2880° = 10,800° or “18” the New
Jerusalem! Furthermore, if we multiply all the 60 triangles by 180° * 60 triangles
(created from 44 + 16 in all the eight squares surrounding the golden square – the
Ninth Square) we arrive at: 10,800°.
Likewise, and since the octagon is a symbol of equilibrium – we consider the 360°
in the midst – the golden square (i.e., the Ninth Square) with four right angles of
90° each and allocate half to the 7920° and half to the 2880° giving us two new
sums (flat/face only): (eliminating zero) 792 + 18 = 810 and 288 + 18 = 306 or
8+1 (i.e., 810) = 9 and 3+6 (i.e., 306) = 9 and, therefore, 9 + 9 = 18 which is the

New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement. Or, we might also do this – taking all
the digits which comprise all the angles so described – we will arrive at:
The 7 + 9 + 2 (4 darker colored squares) + 2 + 8 + 8 (4 lighter colored squares) +
3 + 6 (the 360 degrees in the midst) = 45, which in turn is the “45” as the “Sun of
Righteousness” arising on the Great Day of God (second coming) and falls
perfectly in line with the Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains of Peru (i.e., 4 + 5 = 9 =
Sun of Righteousness).
Moreover, the 12 squares by 12 squares which “enclose” the two large squares of
the Sun-Star/Palpa Mountains is equal to 144 ea. 26.4’ x 26.4’ blocks. As you can
see from the above computerized drawing we have 9 large blocks with the central
block representing the Throne of God; however, this could mean that each of the
nine blocks would contain 4 x 4 smaller blocks of 26.4’ x 26.4’ or 4 * 4 = 16 * 9
(blocks) = 144 blocks (which is the case).
Again, however, the ninth or central block includes the crisscrossed blocks (8
each) and the four blocks at the tip separating each set of crisscrossed blocks
(blank – non-crisscrossed) and this makes 8 + 4 = 12 and then the heart/core of the
Throne of God is added in with the four blocks found there (as in “four living
creatures”); thus, 4 + 12 = 16 blocks (comprising the 16 small 26.4’ x 26.4’ small
blocks of the ninth block). These 16 small square blocks of the Ninth Block then
mirror the 16 blocks each of the eight blocks surrounding the Ninth Block.

Therefore, this being said, we must look at the measurement of these 9 separate
blocks in this manner:
The Nine Blocks of the Sun-Star
(Each layered block having 4 x 4 x 4 or 64 ea. 26.4’ x 26.4’ x 26.4’ blocks)
4 ea. 26.4’ x 26.4’ smaller squares on each face * 4 sides = 16 squares per face
26.4’ x 4 (on each face of each 9 blocks) = 105.6’ (one edge of each of the 9)
105.6’ * 4 (4 edges of one face) = 422.4’ * 3 (12 edges if cubed) = 1,267.2’
1,267.2’ = “18” as in 1 + 2 + 6 + 7 + 2 = 18
Thus: Each of the 9 blocks bears the Insignia of the New Jerusalem’s “18”
These 9 blocks would be its Linear Edge (12 edges on a cube)
1,267.2’ (Per 12-Edged Block) * 8 Blocks (eliminated the Center 9th)
= 10,137.6’ = 1 + 1 + 3 + 7 + 6 = 18 = New Jerusalem
10,137.6’ + Central Block at 1,267.2’ =
11,404.8 = 18 as in 1 + 1 + 4 + 4 + 8 = 18 New Jerusalem…and
11448 is: 1 – 144 – 8
The “18” surrounds the “144” Wall of the New Jerusalem and Fully
Expresses the two Prime Measurements of the New Jerusalem “18” and “144”
18 * 144 = 2592 = 2 + 5 + 9 + 2 = 18 New Jerusalem
2592 is a Fractal of the Great Precessional or Mazzaroth/Zodiac or 25,920 Years
AND
105.6’ * 105.6’ = 11,151.36 sq. ft. (also “18”) = 1 face of one 4x4x4 Block
18 * 6 Faces of 1 Block = 108 = “18” New Jerusalem
11,151.36 sq. ft. * 6 faces of a cube = 66,908.16 sf. = “36” the Eternal God
6 + 6 + 9 + 8 + 1 + 6 = 36 = The Eternal God = 1 of 9 Blocks
108 on 1 of 9 Blocks (its 6 faces – taken from 11,151.36 sq. ft.) =
108 * 8 Blocks = 864 (the central block is surround by the 8)
(Sun’s Diameter is 864,000 miles)
These 8 Blocks of the 9 Expresses the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS – 864
And Equates to the New Jerusalem’s 12x12 = 144 (one face of New Jerusalem as
in 12,000 or 12 Furlong * 12 Furlongs = 144 Furlongs eliminating zero) x 6 (faces)
= 864
9 * 108 (All 9 Blocks) = 972 or 9 + 7 + 2 = “18” New Jerusalem
972 = 9072’ = the 12-Edged Perimeter of the Great Pyramid of Giza
(as in 756’ x 12 = 9,072’ Perimeter of 12-edged Cubed Giza Pyramid)
66,908.16 sq. ft. (per one of 9 blocks) * 8 Blocks = 535,265.28 sq. ft.
5 + 3 + 5 + 2 + 6 + 5 + 2 + 8 = 36 = The Eternal God
535,265.28 sq. ft. + 66,908.16 sq. ft. (9th block) = 602,173.44 sq. ft.

6 + 2 + 1 + 7 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 27 = Messiah
Conclusion: All 9 blocks = Throne of God (36) and the Lamb (27)
602,173.44 sq. ft. / 43,560 sq. ft. (1 acre) = 13.824 acres
1 + 3 + 8 + 2 + 4 = “18” = the New Jerusalem
CUBIC MEASUREMENTS
105.6’ * 105.6’ * 105.6’ (per one of 9 blocks) = 1,177,583.616 cubic feet
1 + 1 + 7 + 7 + 5 + 8 + 3 + 6 + 1 + 6 = “45”
THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS ARISING – SECOND COMING
45 is the 45 Days of Daniel 12:12 – “Blessed is he who waits to the 1,335th Day”
1,177,583.616 cubic feet (1 block) * 8 Blocks = 9,420,668.928 = “54”
9 + 4 + 2 + 6 + 6 + 8 + 9 + 2 + 8 = 54 = Plato’s Optimal Number of Harmony
The Exterior of the New Jerusalem is Pure Harmony
1,177,583.616 cubic feet (1 block) * 9 Blocks (all) = 10,598,252.544 cu. ft.
1 + 5 + 9 + 8 + 2 + 5 + 2 + 5 + 4 + 4 = 45
“45” = SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS ARISING
Note: It is not until you see the Sun of Righteousness Arising do you see the
Fullness of the New Jerusalem – Just how she got her harmony
The “54” is united as the Bride with the Bridegroom “45”
54 + 45 = 99 or 9 + 9 = 18 = the New Jerusalem or the Sun of Righteousness
Magnified in 99
I realize that we’ve created an esoteric configuration – but it is wholly based upon
the prime measurement of the smallest square of the Peruvian Palpa MountainNazca Sun Star’s 26.4 – therefore, it is wholly within the realm of plausible reality
– the colorations amplify the original spokes sent out from the midst of the Throne
of God in the center of the Sun-Star like colorful beams reaching out.

We have extrapolated but ONE LAYER of this incredible Sun Star and given it
three-dimensional depth to amplify its measurements in conformity to the New
Jerusalem and other concomitant astrological configurations. The astounding fact
that its one-edged base is equal to 316.8’ and is a perfect fractal of the 4-square
base perimeter of the New Jerusalem’s 3168 (or 7,920,000’ * 4 = 31,680,000’ =
3168- see above graphic) makes it more than a mirror of the New Jerusalem –

especially when multiplying this 3168 * 3 = 9504 the fractal distance from the
Earth to the Sun at apogee (i.e., the New Jerusalem’s 31,680,000 or 3168 * 3 (for
its 12-cubed edges) = 9504 or the 95,040,000 miles from Earth to Sun – this is
altogether a geometric miracle validating the Sun-Star’s supreme geometric
qualities aligning with the Sun of Righteousness and the New Jerusalem.
The Peruvian Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains when “cubed” contains 1,728 each
26.4’ by 26.4’ by 26.4’ small cubes or 12 * 12 * 12 = 1728 small cubes – this too
equals the New Jerusalem in that 1 + 7 + 2 + 8 = “18”! Likewise, if each
perimeter of each and every 1,728 cubes were separately calculated for its own
dimensions and 12-edged cube you would have: 26.4’ * 12 (per individual 1728
little square cubes) = 316.8’ (which is the length, width (breadth), and height of the
Sun-Star – so each “cube” expresses the entire Sun-Star’s primary dimension.
Now, if we take this 316.8’ * 1728 individual cubes it will equal = 547,430.4
Linear Feet = 5 + 4 + 7 + 4 + 3 + 4 = “27” which 27 is the Messiah Revealed in
Sacred Christian Text (27 volumes) – the entire Sun-Star expresses the Son of
Man.
But Messiah came for His New Jerusalem – this is the “essence” of the Sun-Star;
therefore: 547,430.4’/5,280 (number of feet in a mile) = 103.68 miles or 1 + 3 + 6
+ 8 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement. So, this leads us to two final
calculation – for if each of these 1,728 individual cubes of the Sun-Star were
calculated for their individual AREA we would find that per small cube it would
equal to 26.4’ * 26.4’ = 696.96 sq. feet x 6 (faces per each of the 1,728 cubes) =
4,181.76 sq. ft. per cube area surface on six faces = 4 + 1 + 8 + 1 + 7 + 6 = 27 –
therefore, each of these little cubes reflects Messiah Revealed but there are 1,728
of them; therefore: 1728 * 27 = 46,656 = “27” = the Totality of Messiah Revealed
or 1728 * 4,181.76 sq. ft. = 7,226,081.28 sq. feet = 7 + 2 + 2 + 6 + 8 + 1 + 2 + 8 =
36 = the Eternal God as in a 360° circle without Beginning or Ending. Thus, is the
full area revealed – “God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself” (II
Corinthians 5:19); and this is all the more substantiated when we discover that
7,226,081.28 sq. feet / 43,560 (sq. feet in one acre) = 165.888 acres or 1 + 6 + 5 +
8 + 8 + 8 = “36” the Eternal God.
Finally, the “cubic volume” of each of these 1728 cubes = 26.4’ * 26.4’ * 26.4’ =
18,399.744 cubic feet * 1728 (cubic inches in a cubic foot) = 31,794,757.632 cubic
inches; therefore, 18399744 = “45” and 31794757632 = “54” – i.e., Messiah
Second Coming (45) is for His Bride (54 – for she is destined for perfect harmony)
and that 45 = 9 and 54 = 9 and 9 + 9 = 18 is the New Jerusalem Standard of
Measurement or 45 + 54 = 99 = Magnification of the Sun of Righteousness.

Ultimately, these “mathematical manifestations of the purposes of God” appear
endless; therefore, if we take the 12 small blocks on one side and multiply them as
in 12 * 12 = 144 small blocks on one face of the cubed Sun-Star; however, since
there are six faces to the Peruvian Sun-Star when cubed we can, as with the New
Jerusalem reveal the full picture of the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS and ipso facto
the brilliance of the Sun-Star as a full depiction of the prophetic return of the SUN
OF RIGHTEOUSNESS in that….
HOLY CITY, JERUSALEM
12,000 FURLONGS x 12,000 FURLONGS
12 * 12 (dropping zero) = 144 (one of its 6 faces as a cubed city)
144 * 6 Faces = 864 = the Sun’s 864,000 mile diameter or 864
THE SUN STAR’S 12 SMALL CUBES
12 * 12 (Length & Breath or Height) = 144 (one face)
144 * 6 (faces) = 864 = the Sun’s 864,000 mile diameter or 864
THE NEW JERUSALEM = 864
THE SUN-STAR OF PERU = 864
THE DIAMETER OF THE SUN = 864
THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS = 864
All = “18” the New Jerusalem (8 + 6 + 4 = “18”)
THE MATH CHALLENGE
For those of you who would take up the challenge – you are to do the following
and then get back to the Tribnet with your discovery – we will publish the results
of your brilliant mind – for those math instructors – this is a very credible and
somewhat difficult problem for those who haven’t taken calculus – but, why not:
(1) Determine the total number of degrees created throughout the drawing
within the 44 colored sections – remember, every triangle has 180 degrees
but the other angles do not! You may ask others to assist – don’t forget to
include the 360 degree golden squared center.
(2) Determine the total number of TRIANGLES created in the drawing – be
careful – they are all over the place and they total more than 100! Once you
determine the number of triangles you must multiply their 180 degrees by
the number you have discovered – so, for example, if you locate 128
triangles you would simply do the following:

128 * 180° = 23,400 degrees
Now, this author is of the firm conviction – although he has not proven it yet –
that these triangles so created will have profound implications as to their possible
spiritual import and that it would not surprise us if you discovered an ultimate
number of degrees that would mirror that of the New Jerusalem or her
compliment, the Sun of Righteousness! Again, here’s the TRIANGULAR
CHALLENGE for those who take math seriously as an “absolute science”….also,
many of the triangles “overlap” – i.e., a given triangle may have many
“secondary” triangles related to it (the golden square is “included” in the triangles:

“864” – The Foundation Number
The solar quality of “864” demonstrated in the Palpa Mountains’ Sun-Star bears
astronomical witness to the Sun of Righteousness. The Sun’s diameter is 864,000
miles which is 400 times that of the Moon’s diameter of 2,160 miles or 216 * 4 =
864 if we were to drop zero.
The “864” has additional fractions corroborating its significance: 4320, 2160,
1080, and it can also been seen in the ratio 11:3 or used in conjunction with 11.
The intrusion of the Earth’s orbit around the sun (i.e., the Grand Orb) manifests
itself in that the Grand Orb is some 93,312,000 miles or 86400 * 1080 =
93,312,000.
In our studies we discovered that there were some 86,400 seconds in a 24-hour day
(1 minute = 60 * 60 (one hour) = 3,600 * 24 = 86,400 seconds). In cubing
(securing cubic measurement) of the New Jerusalem, we could do the following by
dropping all zeroes of the 12,000 furlongs:
12 * 12 * 12 = 1728 cubic feet
1728/2 = 864 (2 each)
If the Edge of the New Jerusalem were converted to feet…
12,000 furlongs * 660’ = 7,920,000’ or simply reduced to 7920’
7920’ is the diameter of the Earth in Miles (7920 mi.)
If the New Jerusalem were reduced to 12 furlongs on each edge then…
7920’ * 12 furlongs (or 12 * 660’ = 7920’) or
12 * 12 = 144 * 6 (faces) = 864 or
7,920,000 * 7,920,000 = 62,726,400,000,000 sq. ft./43,560 1 acre) =
1,440,000,000 acres * 6 faces = 8,640,000,000 sq. acres = 864
Greek Gematria for JERUSALEM = 864 - as in Ιερουσαλημ
Indeed, John Michell’s praise for 864 is noteworthy:
“More clearly than any other symbolic number, 864 reveals its essential meaning
through its correspondences in astronomy, time-keeping, music, measurement, and
gematria. It is indeed the foundation stone in studies of number and cosmology.”
(How the World is Made, Michell, p. 83)

Michell presents a rather difficult chart of comparisons on 864 relative to Earth,
Moon and Sun in regards to diameters and “mean distance” - those not familiar
with a “slant chart” don’t panic; however if you were to compare the Moon
diameter to that of the Sun’s diameter in miles it would be 400 to 1 or 864,000/400
= 2,160 miles or 400 * 2,160 = 864,000 miles…the numbers “1” and “11” are
useful in understanding the chart.
I find it fascinating to note that there are between the Earth and the Sun some 108
of the Sun’s very own diameters – i.e., 108 * 864,000 miles is equal to 93,312,000
miles (the distance of the Earth to the Sun). That the “18” of the New Jerusalem
should be so prominently displayed by taking “108” times the number of the Sun’s
diameter is quite remarkable in arriving at a product which reflects the mean
distance between the two; likewise, that 7,920 miles of Earth’s diameter times
1200 is equal to 9,504,000 and that it would take eleven (11) of the Sun’s diameter
to equal the same (i.e., 11 * 864,000 miles = 9,504,000) and that 95,040,000’ is the
12-edged perimeter distance of the New Jerusalem and that 95,040,000 miles is the
distance between the Earth and the Sun at apogee (furthest distance) – and all of
these 9,504’s add up to “18” – somewhat remarkable.
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Seeing the 1080 as simply the radius of the Moon; thusly, giving credence to the
sublunary world and ipso facto the Moon’s supposed superiority is an affront to the
Sun’s dominance and, consequently the Sun’s immediate response, as Sun of
Righteousness, to His ultimate affection: the New Jerusalem and the “18”
associated with its full measurement of 18,000 miles (perimeter of its 12 cubed
edges).
John Michell contends that the “1080, the Lunar Number, the Solar 666, and Their
Sum, 1746” bears significance in that “fusion” is realized by bringing the two
together and that “1746” connotes “the universal spirit (How the World is Made,
Michell, p. 74).
As shown in the chart above, 108 is the mean distance between the Earth and the
Sun wherein the Sun’s diameter of 864,000 miles is the same distance equal to 4 *
10800 diameters of the moon whose radius is 1080 miles (i.e., 4 * (10800 * 2160
mi. moon diameter = 23,328,000) = 4 * 23,328,000 = 93,312,000 miles (mean
distance between Earth and the Sun in miles).
Michell’s affection toward the Moon is rooted in a pagan fascination for its subtle
nature and “influence” (misplaced I assert). Alas! All she does is reflect the glory
of the Sun which clothes the Woman of Revelation 12! Instead of the dimensions
of the New Jerusalem herself to whom we ascribe the “18” – Michell instead
acclaims the Moon as setting “the standards in the canon of number that orders the
solar system” (Ibid. p. 75)…”the Moon beneath her feet” (Rev. 12).
“Other appearances of this number are as 108, the atomic weight of silver, the 108degree angles of the pentagon, the geometer’s emblem of life, and the 1080 breaths
normally taken in one hour. From these and other applications of 1080 in its
various dimensions comes an image of the silvery moon. In contrast to its
symbolic opposite, the sun, the moon has a quiet, subtle influence on our sublunary
world. It draws the tides of oceans and stirs up the earth’s vital currents, the
periods of the female, the intuitive part of the mind, and the spirit that moves
oracles. In traditional philosophy the moon is called the source of measure. Its
cycle produces the 28 days of the lunar calendar used by nomadic people….” (Ibid.
74-5).
This inordinate ascription given to the Moon and the “subtle” deprecation of the
Sun has more, methinks, to do with the fact the Moon’s glare comes forth in the
darkness of the night, and is altogether overshadowed by the brilliance of the day.

Indeed, consider what happens when 108 + 864 takes place = 972. This 972 is the
perimeter measurement of the Great Pyramid of Giza which is itself a reflection of
the New Jerusalem (756’ one base-edge of the GPG x 12-cubed edges of the GPG
to match the 12 of the New Jerusalem = 9,072 linear feet x 12” = 108,864 linear
inches and the “108” and “864” reappear).
One could say that it’s the Moon and the Sun which produce the 108,864 or the
972; however, one’s distorted reasoning behind this has much to do in
misunderstanding who is influencing whom? The ultimate fusion takes place when
the Sun (864) finds total fulfillment with the New Jerusalem (108) as the
Bridegroom coming for His Bride (“Sun of Righteousness” shall on that Great Day
of God, “arise with healing in His wings”).
If, indeed, as Michell suggests that the 1080 or “18” (as I have demurred) “is one
of those ‘magic’ numbers that occurs in different contexts throughout the field of
number and is recognized in all societies based on the number canon” and that the
“combined internal angles of various polygons” when added together, beginning
with the “dot” having zero degrees when so combined equal 1080° - therefore, to
adjudge the Moon’s radius as paramount in these combinations (equaling 1080)
one could just as well (and I do) say their combinations acclaim the New
Jerusalem’s “18” as superior (e.g., two pentagons = 540° + 540° = 1080° but if we
eliminate zero we find 54 + 54 = 18 (i.e., 108 = 18) – the same goes for a square of
360° (4 ea. 90° angles = 360°) + a hexagon of 720° = 1080° or 36 + 72 = 18 (108 =
18); or that 180° triangle + a seven-sided object of 900° = 1080° can be the same
as 18 + 90 = 108 = 18 (108 = 18) and of course the circle with no degrees + the
octagon of 1080° can equal 18 as in 108 = 18.

Furthermore, and not to appear contentious, however, the progression of these
above objects as presented by Michell in his chart found on page 75 of How the
World is Made casually omits the fact that these objects are incrementally enlarged
(i.e., from a triangle to a square to a pentagon to a hexagon to a heptagon to an
octagon) 180° per object and that if we were to increase this progression (i.e., 9sided = 1260° or an octagon’s 1080° + 180° = 1260° and a ten-sided object would
produce the Wall of the New Jerusalem at 1440° and an eleven-sided object would
produce 1620° and, finally, our superbly 12-sided object would produce the effects
of the New Jerusalem herself at 1800° (most appropriate) – also, if all “angular
objects” (i.e., from our triangle to our 12-sided dodecagon) were added together
their total degrees will equal to 9900° (as in 180 + 360 + 540 + 720 + 900 + 1080 +
1260 + 1440 + 1620 + 1800 = 9900).
9900 = 99 = the Magnification of the Sun of Righteousness!
This progression will result in the “18” of the New Jerusalem, i.e., 9 + 9 = 18 and
this progression is achieved by the addition of “180” or “18” each “step of the
way!” Thus, the emphasis is clearly not on the “1080” but upon the “18”
throughout.
Furthermore, by taking the 360° and the commencement of this exercise and
adding the non-object straight line which is equal to 180° giving us the now
famous 540° and adding this sum to the 9900° we will discover to our grand
surprise that we have arrived at the Wall of the New Jerusalem - 9900° + 540° =
10,440° or 144! Finally, and to substantiate our “object lesson” to its logical
conclusion in the amplification of the “18” New Jerusalem Standard of
Measurement and emphasis, I hasten to add, we should consider that since the
circle and the straight line are NOT objects; therefore, if we would be consistent in
our duodecimal system of “12” – avoiding the “entrapment” of the metric “10” –
we would, of necessity, add two more polygons – the thirteen-sided and the
fourteen-sided objects whose total degrees are as follows: 13-sided = 1980° and
14-sided = 2160° and thusly, both equal 4140° - so we must add the two separate
sums together in order to achieve a total of 12 polygons:
9900° (10 polygons of the first 12 numbers) + 4140° of the next two polygons
making 12 polygons or 9900° + 4140° = 14,040° or 144
144 Substantiates that the “goal” of the first 12 polygons is the Wall of the New
Jerusalem
14,040° + 540° (adding all 12 polygons + the 360° circle and the 180° straight line)
= 14,580 = 1 + 4 + 5 + 8 = “18”

“18” is the New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement – therefore
144 = The Wall of the New Jerusalem – Goal of the First 12 actual
Polygons (1-14)
540 = Adding in the Circle and the Straight Line (Total of ALL objects 1-14)
144 + 540 = 684 = 6 + 8 + 4 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
144 + 54 = 198 = 1 + 9 + 8 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
HOWEVER
When we consider the following – a straight line has 180° on one side and 180° on
its “other side” – for if it is intersected it will disclose such a reality – therefore…
144 (first 12 actual objects) + 540 (circle & straight line) + 180 (other side of
straight line) =
144 + 540 + 180 = 864
Astounding! The Wall of the New Jerusalem (144) – Plato’s Optimal Number of
Harmony (540)
And the New Jerusalem herself (180) when combined produce:
864 = THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
If we keep this up we just might be able to revolutionize the study of Geometry in
that it is clearly how the world was created, sustained and is altogether prophetic in
its import!
LOCATION OF THE SUN-STAR vs. THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA
The coordinates of both the Great Pyramid of Giza in the “midst of Egypt” and the
Pala Mountain/Nazca Sun-Star of Peru present breathtaking configurations which
are altogether noteworthy – and though skeptic be incensed, it is this discovery
which is not an approximation – though we may be off but inches. The Sun-Star is
found at 15 South and 75 West. The Great Pyramid of Giza (GPG) is found at 30
North and 31 East (South/North = Latitude and East/West = Longitude). The 360°
of the Earth’s Circumference may be calculated in Nautical Mile (i.e., 6072 feet in
one nautical mile) or in Statute Mile (i.e., 5280 feet in one statute mile).
The degree variance between the north and the south latitudes is: 30 N (GPG) vs.
15 S (Sun-Star) or 30 + 15 = 45 degrees * 60 nautical miles (1° of nautical miles =
60 nautical miles) = 2,700 Nautical Miles. This reveals the Messiah’s First and
Second Comings (27 = Messiah Revealed in the 27 Texts of Christian Sacred Text
and 45 is directly connected to His Second Coming as revealed in the difference
between the 1290 days of desolation and the 1335th day of blessing found in
Daniel 12:11-12 – i.e., 1335 – 1290 = 45).

2,700 Nautical Miles x 6072 feet (1 Nautical Mile) = 16,394,400 feet = “27”
1 + 6 + 3 + 9 + 4 + 4 = 27 = Messiah Revealed in the 27 Sacred Christian Text
16,394,400/5,280 (feet in a Statute Mile) = 3,105 Statute Miles (see below)
The degree variance between the east and west longitudes is: 31 E (GPG) vs. 75
W (Sun-Star) or 31 + 75 = 106 degrees * 60 nautical miles = 6360 nautical miles.

6 + 3 + 6 = “15” displaying the one-edge of the New Jerusalem’s “15” (1,500
Statute Mile Edge).
6,360 Nautical Miles x 6072 feet (1 Nautical Mile) = 38,617,920 feet = “36”
3 + 8 + 6 + 1 + 7 + 9 + 2 = 36 = the Eternal God without Beginning or
Ending/360° Circle
38,617,920/5,280 (feet in a Statute Mile) = 7,314 Statute Miles
7314 = 7 + 3 + 1 + 4 = “15” – Edge of the New Jerusalem
36 + 15 = “51” = 51 = the Number of Sacred Canon summed in Hebrew (24) and
Christian Canon (27) (Note: Jewish Sacred Canon consolidates texts to 24 from
39, a difference of “15”)
SUMS:
Longitude + Latitude: 2,700 + 6360 = 9060 Nautical Miles

9060 = “15” as in 9 + 6 = 15 = Edge of the New Jerusalem’s 1,500 miles
9060 * 6072’ (1 nautical mile) = 55,012,320 feet = “18”
5 + 5 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 2 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
55,012,320’/5,280’ (Statute Mile) = 10,419 Statute Miles = “15”
1 + 4 + 1 + 9 = 15 = Edge of the New Jerusalem’s 1,500 miles
Nautical + Statute Miles Combined: 18 + 15 = “33”
33 = the Sacrifice of Messiah – the Lamb upon the Throne
(Messiah was “Cut Off” at the age of 33 – Daniel 9:26)
3105 Statute Mile Longitude + 7314 Statute Mile Latitude = 10,419 Statute Miles
1 + 4 + 1 + 9 = “15” = Edge of the New Jerusalem’s 1,500 miles
Sums/Differences:
Total Nautical Miles: 2700 + 6360 = 9,060 Nautical Miles = 55,012,320’
Total Statute Miles: 3105 + 7314 = 10,419 Statute Miles = 55,012,320’
(Note: Feet are identical – miles vary)
10,419 – 9,060 = 1,359 = 1 + 3 + 5 + 9 = 18
18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
55,012,320 (Nautical Ft.) + 55,012,320 (Statute Ft.) = 11,002,464 =
1 + 1 + 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement
10,419 (Statute) + 9,060 (Nautical) = 19,479 mi. = 1 + 9 + 4 + 7 + 9 = 30
30 = The Commencement of Messiah’s Ministry at the Age of 30
(Of Interest: 30 * 18 = 540 = Plato’s Optimal Number of Harmony)
DIRECT BY AIR NAUTICAL/STATUTE MILES
6660 Nautical Miles (by air) between GPG and Sun-Star (Egypt and Peru)
7659 Statute Miles (by air) between GPG and Sun-Star (Egypt and Peru)
(Note: 6660 nautical mi. * a factor of 1.15 = 7,659 statute mi.)
6660 + 7659 = 14,319 = 1 + 4 + 3 + 1 + 9 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
6660 = “18” as in 6 + 6 + 6 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard
7 + 6 + 5 + 9 = “27” = Messiah Revealed
18 + 27 = 45 = Second Coming of Messiah
6660 mi. x 6072’ = 40,439.520’ = “27” (Messiah Revealed)
7659 mi. x 5280’ = 40,439,520’ = “27” Messiah Revealed
7659 – 6660 = 999 = “27” Messiah Revealed
999 mi. * 6072’ = 6,065,928’ = “36” The Eternal God
999 mi. * 5280’ = 5,274,720’ = “27” Messiah Revealed
6,065.928’ – 5,274.720’ = 791.208’ = “27” Messiah Revealed

Half Way Point
22° W 7.5° N
3330 Nautical Miles and 3,829.5 Statute Miles
22° + 7.5° = 39.5° * 60 mi. = 2,370 mi.
2,370 mi. * 6072’ (Nautical) = 14,390,640 = “27” Messiah Revealed
2,370 mi. * 5,280 (Statute) = 12,513,600 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard
27 + 18 = 45 = Second Coming of Messiah
3330 + 3,829.5 = 7,159.5 = “27” Messiah Revealed
3,829.5 – 3330 = 499.5 = “27” Messiah Revealed
HOURS/SECONDS OF SEPARATION BETWEEN SUN-STAR & GPG
7 HOURS
7 HOURS = 60 Seconds Per Minute * 60 Min./Per Hr. = 3,600 Sec. * 7 Hrs. =
25,200 Seconds
Sacred Cubit = 25.20” –
252,000 Miles at Apogee – Distance between Earth & Moon
3.5 Hours (Half-way Point)
25,200 Seconds/2 = 12,600 Seconds
1,260 = 3.5 Years or First Half of Daniel’s 70th Week
7.0 Years = 70th Week of Daniel = 2,520 Days (1,260 + 1,260 = 2,520 days)
1,260 Days = 3,600 Seconds per Hr. * 24 = 86,400 Seconds in One Day
864 = SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
86,400 Seconds in One Day * 1,260 (3.5 Years/Days) =
108,864,000 Seconds in 1,260 Days
NOTE: 108,864 = SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
The Sun of Righteousness is Arising during the 70th Week of Daniel
108,864,000 Seconds (in 1,260 days) * 2 (for 2520 days or 7 years) = 217,728,000
Seconds
217,728,000 Seconds = “27” Messiah Revealed
Desolations unto the 1,290th Day (Daniel 12:11) or 30 Days Beyond the Close of
the Week
30 * 86,400 = 2,592,000 Seconds = “18” New Jerusalem
Suffering/Tribulation/Judgment toward the New Jerusalem
Blessed is he who waits to the 1,335th Day or 45 Days Beyond the 1,290th Day
(Dan. 12:12)
45 * 86,400 = 3,888,000 Seconds = “27” Messiah Revealed
30 + 45 = 75 * 86,400 Sec. = 6,480,000 Seconds = “18” The New Jerusalem
864 – 648 = 216 = the Name of God

1,335 Days * 86,400 Seconds per Day = 115,344,000 Seconds =
“18” New Jerusalem!
2520 Days (1 Weeks) + 75 Days = 2,595 Days
2,595 Days * 86,400 Seconds per Day = 224,208,000 Seconds = “18”
2 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 8 = 18
The Entire Seventieth Week of Daniel + 75 Days
Final Preparation for the New Jerusalem
All under the 86,400 Seconds per Day of the Sun of Righteousness

Sun-Star Octagonal Pattern Formed in the Heavens
Researchers have determined that the “first culture employed extraordinary
precision in the creation of their lines and symbols. These are represented by the
perfectly straight long lines, and precise geometrics, including large spiral. These
artifacts are of an order of magnitude different in their quality and precision.” (The
Nazca Theory of Multiple Cultures by archaeologist, Dr. Tim McGuinness @
NazcaMystery.com – Perhaps the most comprehensive web site on the
Geoglyph/Nazca Lines – our deep appreciation to Dr. McGuinness for providing a
wealth of educational information – we encourage multiple visits to his outstanding
site.)
The proportional masterpiece of the Sun-Star is no simplistic sun-dial – it is far and
beyond such trivialities when compared to its reflections of the New Jerusalem –
and the very Sun of Righteousness Who prepares her as the Bride of Messiah. The
chart below directly refers to the Great Pyramid of Giza’s proportional dimensions
wherein the 11:7 or 7:11 ration is observed in its base and elevation. Sir Petrie’s
elevation being 480.69’ and the base edge of 756’ or 756/480.69 = 1.57 and 11/7 =
1.57; therefore, the 11:7 ratio.
Using the Sun-Star octagonal layout and the aforementioned ratios of 11:7 as 1.57,
we observe what we label the “6 x 6 square pi pattern and superimpose it upon the
Sun-Star 144 squares per its immediate layout of circles and larger square
extremities.
What you see in the previous blue/white octagonal pattern are “four sets” of 12 by
12, 26.4’ x 26.4’ smaller squares; however, in our blue/white graphic the colored
squares or half colored squares and the same among the white are laid out as 88
(white) and 56 (dark) per 12x12 set or combining all four sets we arrive at 352
(white) and 224 (white) – in either case 88/56 = 1.57 and 352/224 = 1.57 which is
the same ratio as the Great Pyramid of Giza’s 11:7 or 11/7 = 1.57 (i.e., calculating
its elevation of 480.69’ vs. its base measurement of 756’ or 756’/480.69’ = 1.57.
Thus, in all comparisons we arrive at a ratio of 11:7 or 1.57. Please note, however,
if two additional 12x12 octagonal patterns bearing the same ratio of 11:7 per 12x12
in white/blue were in view, then the pattern would be pronounced and the “864”
would be revealed in that, like the 12,000 furlongs of the New Jerusalem wherein
all zeroes are eliminated to arrive at “12” (akin to the 12 squares in our blue/white
octagonal pattern) we would then have “six sets” (instead of the four shown in the

above graphic) and, therefore, 6 sets of 12x12 = 144 * 6 = 864 which is precisely
what is in view of the New Jerusalem and the Sun-Star of Peru.
We can more clearly see the 88/56 pattern by gazing at one 12x12 octagonal SunStar pattern in blue/white and juxtaposing it with the actual Sun-Star of Peru
(we’ve eliminated all smaller squares extending beyond the 12x12 pattern over
which the two larger squares (making the octagonal) are superimposed:

Dr. Michell illustrates that the “pi pattern” can readily be observed when the
“irrational monster” π is rationalized to 22/7 and its “beauty” is then demonstrated
as 4/π or a ratio of 14:11 (as in 4/3.14 = 1.27 or 14/11 = 1.27 – so that our ratio
here is 14:11.
Now, this becomes all the more significant in that when determining the AREA of
a “circle within a square” – i.e., the diameter of the circle is equal to the side of the
square – then the ratio of the circle’s area (11) will be understood to be in contrast
to that of its square around it (14). When any circle fits into a square the ratio in
areas between the circle itself and the square surrounding it is 14:11 (14 is the
square area and 11 is the circle area).
Upon closer examination of the Peruvian Sun-Star it is quite clear that the
designers had in mind at least two concentric circles both within squares and that it
would stand to logic that six such “circles within squares” (i.e., the largest within a
12x12 square, the second in size within a 10x10 square; the third within an 8x8
square; the fourth within a 6x6 square; the fifth within a 4x4 square; and the center
circle within 2x2 squares or 4 square. The area of these six circles would be

maintained at 14:11 in which the areas of the circles would be 11 and their squares
which surround them would be 14 – and, of course, those areas would be
determined by their squares (26.4’ x 26.4’ per small square of the 144 squares) and
thence by the diameters of the various circles contingent upon the length of the
interior squares of each circle (i.e., each circle’s diameter)...the below illustration
magnifies this possibility:

It is understood that inevitable duplication of some of this information is apparent;
however, we are moving from five circles to six and attempting to capitalize on the
14:11 ratios, while more closely examining the areas and their Sacred calibrations.
Determination of the areas of the various circles would be as follows (please note:
the diameters will increase 26.4’ from the center out)
The Area of a Circle = A = πr2 or A = π * r * r
r = radius of the circle
THE THRONE ROOM OF GOD AND THE LAMB (First Circle/Square)
Innermost Circle Area – within the 2x2 Larger Square:
A = 3.14181818 (Using New Jerusalem Pi throughout) * 26.4’ * 26.4’
A = 3.14181818 * 696.96’ = 2,190 sq. ft. (rounding to nearest whole number)
Area of Innermost Circle = 2,190 sq. ft.

Therefore, if 2,190 sq. ft. is the “11” of the area of the circle with
The square around it being 14…so
2190:11 as x:14 or 2190/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 2,787.2727∞ or 2.787.27
2 + 7 + 8 + 7 + 2 + 7 = 33 = Messiah as the Lamb upon the Throne
The Repetition of “27” Connotes the Full Revelation of the Messiah
2,787.27/2190 = 1.2727 or 14/11 = 1.2727
Circle Area = 2 + 1 + 9 = 12
Square Area = 2 + 7 + 8 + 7 = 24
12 + 24 = 36 = The Eternal God – “The Throne of God (36) and the Lamb (33)”
36 + 33 = 69 = 6 * 9 = 54 = Total Harmony through
5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness
(Note: It was 4 days after the close of the 69th Week of Daniel 9:26 that Messiah
was “Cut Off” and now there’s a Lamb on the Throne!)
MESSIAH’S FOR THE NEW JERUSALEM
(Second Circle within the Square)
Second Circle: A = 3.14181818 * 52.8’ * 52.8’
A = 3.14181818 * 2,787.84’ = 8,759 sq. ft. (rounding to nearest whole number)
Area of the Second Circle = 8,759 sq. ft.
Area of the Square = 8,759/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 11,147.8181818181818∞
11,147.8182 = 33 (Messiah as the Lamb upon the Throne)
“He was ‘cut off’ ‘but not for Himself’”
but for the New Jerusalem, His Bride (“18”)
11148/8759 = 1.2727∞ or 14/11 = 1.2727∞
The “Infinite” love of Messiah is demonstrated by 27∞
BRIDAL CIRCLE
(Third Circle within the Square)
Third Circle (Visible in the Sun-Star): A = π * 79.2’ * 79.2’
A = π * 6,272.64’ = 19,708 sq. ft. (rounding to nearest whole number)
Area of the Third Circle = 19,708 sq. ft.
Area of the Square = 19,708/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 25,083 sq. ft.
25,083 = 2 + 5 + 8 + 3 = “18”
18 = The New Jerusalem Standard – the Woman, Holy City, Jerusalem
25083/19708 = 1.2727∞
“27” – the Messiah’s love for His Bride (18)

SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
(Fourth Circle within the Square)
Fourth Circle (Visible in the Sun-Star): A = π * 105.6’ * 105.6’
A = π * 11,151.36’ = 35,036 sq. ft. (rounding to nearest whole number)
Area of the Fourth Circle = 35,036 sq. ft.
Area of the Square = 35,036/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 44,591.2727∞
“27” into Infinity demonstrates Messiah’s Imprint on the Sun-Star
44591/35036 = 1.2727∞
“27” the Messiah’s Infinite love for His Bride (18)
44591 – 35036 = 9,555 = 9 + 5 + 5 + 5 = “24”
24 = Divine Governance – 24 Elders before the Throne of God and the Lamb
(12 + 12 = 12 Patriarchs of Israel and 12 Apostles of the Lamb – Israel/Church)
MESSIAH’S MINISTRY
(Fifth Circle within the Square)
Fifth Circle: A = π * 132’ * 132’
A = π * 17,424’ = 54,743.04 sq. ft. (Note: “27” total of digits)
Area of the Fifth Circle: 54,743 sq. ft.
Area of the Square = 54,743/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 69,672 sq. ft.
6 + 9 + 6 + 7 + 2 = “30”
Messiah (30) in His First Coming Commencement of Ministry @ 30 Yrs.
69672/54743 = 1.2727 (27 Messiah)
THE NEW JERUSALEM
(Sixth Circle within the Square)
Sixth Circle: A = π * 158.4’ * 158.4’
(Note: 1 + 5 + 8 + 4 = “18” New Jerusalem Standard)
A = π * 25,090.56’ (“27”) = 78,830 sq. ft. (rounded to nearest whole number)
Area of the Fifth Circle: 78,830 sq. ft.
Area of the Square = 78,830/x = 11/14
x = Area of Square … x = 100,329 sq. ft. - 1 + 3 + 2 + 9 = “15”
15 = The Edge or Wall of the New Jerusalem’s 1,500 mi.
(Her Length/Width/Height – Rev. 21:16)
100329/78830 = 1.2727
(Note: The 14:11 Ratio or 1.2727 Maintained Throughout)

SUMMARY
Circle
Number

Designated
Name

(11) Area of
Circle

(12) Area of
Square/Ratio
Based

Ratios
14:11

1
2

Throne Room
Messiah for
New Jerusalem
Bridal
Sun of
Righteousness
Messiah’s
Ministry
New Jerusalem

2190 sf
8759 sf

2787.27 sf
11148 sf

1.2727
1.2727

Square Area
Literal sf
Based on 26.4’
sqs.
2787.84
11151.36

19708 sf
35036 sf

25083 sf
44591 sf

1.2727
1.2727

25090.56
44605.44

54743 sf

69672 sf

1.2727

69696

3
4
5
6
Totals
Digit Totals

Conclusions

78830 sf
100329 sf
1.2727
100362.24
199,266 sf
253,610.27 sf.
7.6362
253693.44 sf
“33”
N/A
“24”
“36”
Messiah Cut
Note: Literal
Divine
As in 360° Circle
Off – Lamb
(column 6) is
Governance
Eternal God
on the
more accurate –
Throne
Ratio-based only
1. The Six Concentric Circles of the Palpa Mountains/Nazca Sun-Star portrays
in the summation of its six areas that Messiah would be “cut-off” but not for
Himself (Daniel 9:25 – “And after sixty-two weeks Messiah shall be cut off
(lit. “suffer the death penalty”) but not for Himself.” Prophetically, He is the
“Lamb upon the Throne” (“And I looked, and behold, in the midst of the
throne and of the four living creatures, and in the midst of the elders (24),
stood a Lamb (33) as though it had been slain….” (Revelation 5:6)
2. The “24” – the summation of the six concentric circles’ ratios of 1.2727 * 6 =
7.6362 = “24” is expressed in the 12 “crisscrossed squares” at the corners of
one of the larger squares (3 squares per corner * 4 = 12 crisscrossed squares)
+ 8 + 4 squares in the center of which 8 squares are crisscrossed and 4 are in
the very midst of the innermost circle and together these 8 + 4 = 12 additional
squares and these 12 exterior + 12 interior = “24” declaring the divine
governance chosen by the Almighty, through the Messiah, are through the
redeemed of both Israel and the Church – the 12 Tribes of Israel/Patriarchs
whose names are over the 12 gates of the Holy City, Jerusalem and the 12
Apostles of the Lamb (the Church) whose names are emblazoned upon the 12
Foundations of the New Jerusalem or 12 + 12 = 24 – these “24” are expressed
in the Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains/Nazca Lines of Peru.
3. The Six “Concentric Squares” surrounding the six concentric circles in the
Sun-Star have a “literal sum” of their areas of 253693.44 or “36” which is the
numeric symbol of the Eternal God as a circle of 360° having no beginning or
ending. The Eternal God (36) is upon the throne with the Lamb – when you
see the Eternal God, you see the Lamb; therefore it is said: “THE THRONE
OF GOD AND THE LAMB” (Revelation 22:1)

Conclusion
It is a wondrous miracle that the Sun-Star of the Palpa Mountains/Nazca Lines has
been preserved – as well as its remarkable association with the indestructible and
massive monument to the Lord in the midst of Egypt: The Great Pyramid of Giza.
These two manifestations of the measurements of Paradise – the New Jerusalem –
have given to us and our posterity a glorious replication of Divine Dimensions
attesting to the Purposes of God through Messiah in His efforts to redeem fallen
man and to give us all that everlasting Hope in transforming us into the Bride of
Messiah, the “Lamb’s Wife.”
It is through the Sun of Righteousness – as seen in the Sun-Star of the Palpa
Mountains – that our ultimate harmony and destiny shall be realized. Some have
conjectured (see here – by Gilbert de Jong) ancient Phoenicians transversed the
Atlantic to the Pacific in search of gold and silver. Perhaps these ancient peoples
who knew of these measurements and precisions (witness Hiram, King of Tyre and
his efforts with King Solomon in the building of the Solomonic Jerusalem Temple)
then inscribed them upon the harsh soils of Nazca . . . we simply do not know if
this is the case.
Antiquity is replete that ancient Phoenician traders, the original Canaanites –
whose 200 foot vessels navigated the seas – were bent on establishing colonies but
were, in the main, desirous of a vast commercial trading empire…not unlike
today’s United States of America – which, in point of glaring fact – I find it quite
plausible regarding de Jong’s conjecture that their Commercial Trading Empire
extensively extended to the British Isles and the Anglo-Saxons. Whether there is
sufficient genetic wherewithal to convince us that the British and other AngloSaxons secured their wanderlust for trade from the Phoenicians who the cultured
philosophers of Greece despised as naught but “used car salesmen” of today –
again, we can certainly suspicion as much.
That the Phoenicians evolved into the Punic peoples (so named by the
Latin/Romans) from their original Cannanitish roots is an absolute fact of antiquity
– their engagement in Sacred Measurement seems a foregone archaeological
conclusion; therefore, they who established extensive colonies on the Iberian
(Spain/Portugal) peninsula would undoubtedly provide through their posterity
those early Spaniards who would retrace the steps of their earlier ancestors. . .
could it be . . .that “what goes around comes around” and that the Conquistadors
were simply “reestablishing” their original roots in the Land of the Incas?

What a bizarre thought – though it really isn’t as bizarre as you might think,
knowing today’s foremost historians and researchers think this very well could be
the case . . . so, how the West was won, may have been won a long time ago! (See:
Glenn E. Markoe’s: Peoples of the Past – Phoenicians; Maria Eugenia Aubet’s:
The Phoenicians and the West, Politics, Colonies, and Trade, Second Edition; and
Sabatino Moscati’s: The Phoenicians…The complete illustrated handbook to the
Phoenician World.)
Most certainly, the renown trading empire of the Phoenicians and their “Ships of
Tarshish” (Tarshish being the Iberian Peninsula) who in the “end of days” (Ezekiel
38) make their final appearance, expressing their “commercial concerns” that GogMagog’s intrusions into the “Beautiful Land” (Israel) is altogether suspect and that
they, and their allies, Sheba and Dedan, who occupy the ancient lands of the Saudi
Arabian Peninsula, are likewise concerned that Gog-Magog have come “down” for
a “spoil.” Ah, the plot thickens … but that’s another story to be told – but it had
better be told real soon before it happens!
Finally, and if we are to believe that an antediluvian civilization of the Masma as
seen in Markawasi’s inexplicable 10,000+ year stone forest had something to do
with the Sun-Star, then I fear we may have ventured into a more Neolithic
expression of the Sun-Star’s geometric capabilities – such a conjecture seems to be
without anthropological merit.
Meanwhile, we characters from German ancestry, Maria Reiche and Doug Krieger,
have something in common – we delight to unravel the world’s greatest mysteries
– she has left a huge imprint upon the preservation of the Palpa Mountain Sun-Star
of Peru – and I am pleased to unravel this most astounding treasure of antiquity –
taking it, hopefully, to its supreme level of understanding.
You’ll have to admit one thing – this Sun-Star could not have been a better
specimen of antiquity upon which the Purpose of God could have been portrayed –
it’s as if a gift from heaven, however we came by it, landed in our lap – utterly in
tack – and, unless I dwell within an intellectual waste land, for the first time the
Sun-Star – and her Cross – has divulged her mysteries to mortal man….
Doug Krieger
www.the-tribulation-network.com

